


It may sound like boasting but I do not intend that, only to give you some 
confidence in me as a witness. Back in 1937 or 1938, which was before my more 
intense experiences before the grand jury, when Dave Vine, later chief federal judge, was USA, he used me as a witness. In preparing me he referred to me, to both me and 
Ed Vurran, also later chefit judge, as "affidavit face." After cofssexamination b 
tough counsel, he repeatéd the same description of my credibility and appearances 
They won't be able to touch me on fact and they'll know it and they won't be able to 
intimidate me and they’11 know it and if they attempt to attack me on the basis of 
those FSI fabrications and exaggerations, all you'll need do is see to it that I have 
ample opportunity to respond fully. I've never been a Communist and I've often 
defended the FBI, fron irresponsible accusations. He4é, too, you could have a field day. L don't mean whooping and hollering, merely cool fact. Tufeth is a shield and a buckler! 
4nd to mix figures, what holy water we could wave beiorc’ those werewoafs! 

The:.one problem would be silence, and jou ought be able to take care of that 
after our long siance, People, including the press, simply will not understand how 
there can be punishment without a trial and anyone opposing it will ook bad from 
the outset. And aside from trying to Make we look bad, which I think will backfire, what can they do? What questions can they ask me that will hurt we or will not Burt 
them? 

waking the initiative and at this juncture can be very important in and of 
itself, aside from what it can accomplish as a matter of law or fact. This is the 
Icind of thing £ mean when I rever to intelectual Judo, usin: their greatest 
strength against them and twine then over with it. shat is what would happen! 
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So, in whatever way you deem proper, why not accompany the submission of the 
new evidence with a request for a traal? Using it, among other uses, as the basis. 

liy only concern is of weériness, and I'n not really concerned about that. Ss 
I think of this, however, despite the cost, I think it would be wiser if I went 
down the day bei’ore and tool: a room somevhere, chere the only prerequisite would 
be a bathroom involving no stairs and an elevator or fev stairs, like one flight. 
I could get a friend to drive me down one day and pick ne up the next day. ‘he 
trip alone tires me. 

Be not of faint heart! We can do it and we can do much good by it! 

“ied 
P.S. 5/28: I do not recall if it is in the aifidavit I filed in an effort to be of 
help to Jim or in any other arvidavit, although £ think I stated it somewhere, 
With all the extensive emount of information and agocunentation I had already given 
the devendant voluntarily, only to have it all isnored, and with my extensive 
Similar experiences in other ligggation (remember, L gave them two full file cabinets 
of inf ommation), including a dirty trick they got away with, pressuring June Green into 
having me serve as their consultant in wy suit against them, which resulted in a 200 
page report that, except for wuin Shea, they entirely ignored, I believe that the 
demanded discovery was harassment, stonewalling and would also be ignored. After 
all, look at all they i;nored. 
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